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THERE [S A TENDENCY, in a brief encounter 
with a society, to try and rationalize one's 
subjective preconceptions. But for thi s 
reason, anything that jars with them is 
instantly recognisable. But for this reason , 
anything that jars with them is instantly 
recognisable : perhaps one sees with a 
fresher eye than those who have absorbed 
or lived with the whole. Six days in Algeri a 
and Morocco give, though , only supe.rficial 
glimpses- a series of kaleidoscopic pictures 
filtered and fitted together. 

The army, for example, in Algiers, was 
what I had expected. But two armies? I 
had forgotten the anachronistiC French , 
stationed there under the Evian agreements 
to protect the colons, the majority of whom 
subsequently left anyway. These, immacu
lately uniformed, strolling in pairs or sitting 
in cafes as if on the Champs Elysees, con
trasted poorly with the casual, bushjacketed, 
warsoiled FLN youths . The FLN sling their 
Stenguns with as much ease as the French 
soldier~ light their Gauloises. These French 
boulevardiers could never have fought a 
war : and indeed they are probably not the 
ones who did. There are less of them than 
the 100,000 stipulated in the Evian agree
ments, but they are an obvious irritation. 
Talking with a former member of the Al
giers underground- now a translator in the 
Foreign Ministry- I noticed his nervous re
action on coming upon two around a 
corner. "Yes ," he said later, casually, when 
I asked, he had been tortured. "Water, elec
tricity, and beatings. But electricity was the 
worst." 
I ARR[VED ON the October day that the 
Kabylie disturbance broke out : but the firs t 
indication in Algiers was the 6 p.m. B.B.C. 

news. There had been an army check on 
the road from the airport- which led on 
to Tizi Ouzou in the mountain s- but thi s 
was normal anyway. The airport is called 
Maison Blanche, incidentall y: despite Ben 
Sella's royal welcome in his visit in 1962 to 
Kennedy (he was the first leader to be flown 
from the airport to the White House in a 
helicopter) I presume the French named it. 
Two students that I met certainly had the 
btandard reaction to "Yankee"-gleaned 
more from cartoons than anti-imperialist 
literature, I felt , as they describe:! to me, 
the Uncle Sam hat, the large stomach and 
the pockets . . . they could not find the 
English word. "Poches remplis d'argent" I 
suggested (a phrase from my Teach Your
self French) and this hit home. 

Algiers lies around a bay, curving around 
a low hill on one side . It is for all the 
world like Cape Town without Table Moun
tain . Descending from the Forum (where 
Ben Bella addresssed 10,000 people on the 
crisis just after I left) is a foreshortened 
Adderley Street, dropping in a flight of 
steps every fifty yards towards the harbour. 
It has recently been renamed after Moham
med Khemisti . the brilliant Algerian student 
leader who became the world's youngest! 
Foreign Minister and was tragically assas
sinated by a madman some months ago. In 
this area there is now, too, a President 
Kennedy square. 

The buildings, faded brown, rise shut
tered and balconied in a manner as reminis
cent of Spain as of France. In this central 
region, bef.ore the war, only French lived, 
and a Muslim would hardly have been seen; 
residential segregation was as strict as if it 
had been legislated. The Roman Catholic 
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Cathedral, converted from a mosque (and 
now, thank God, reconverted) was in the 
Casbah: I askcd how the French got to it 
and my companions silently pointed out a 
route which avoided the Casbah. The de
parture of the French has hastened integra
tion: all vacant flats are taken over by the 
Government and allotted to the homeless, 
so that Algiers avoids, at present, the worst 
urbanisation problems. The offices of the 
South African ANC, I believe, were pre
viollsly the flat of an OAS member. When 
they moved in they found guns and a dud 
bomb in one cupboard- his wife's hat in 
another. The rest had been stripped bare. 

ALGERIA HAS ITS PROBLEMS- the main ones 
being unemployment and lack of teachers. 
Some secondary schools had not starteo 
because there were no teachers for them. 
And when I commented on the number of 
bui!dings in the centre being repainted, I 
wa, told cynicall y that it "gave people 
something to do ." Descending from the air
port bus, I had been met by a crowd of 
at least thirty young men- willing to carry 
my baggage anywhere at all- at a high 
price. The youth of the Maghrib population 
is startling; in Algeria there are 125 infant; 
and adolescents for every 100 adults- and 
that in Morocco 41 % of the population is 
under 15. 

But one cannot escape the dynamism and 
optimism in the air here. The exodus of the 
French is welcomed (not in any racialist 
sense, for their return and that of other 
nationalities is sought) because it necessi
tated the rapid training of large numbers to 
fill the jobs. It forced a revolution- a social 
revolution to succeed the military one- to 
drag the country up its bootstraps. No mat
ter if the Algerian post office clerk is not 
quite as efficient as the French- he will 
learn , and will take a pride learni'ng and 
performing the job for a new Algeria. 
Everywhere people are galvanised into ac
tion. Posters said "GUERRE CONTRE 
ORDURES" (War against filth) and notices 
outside shops advocated the use of "poubel
les" (dustbins). "Organise yourselves so that 
each house and each estate has dustbins. 
WITHOUT THEM YOU RISK BEING REPORTED." 

Shortly before I arrived, the town 's lead
ing hotels and cafes had been nationalised . 
Each is put in charge of an elected commit
tee of the employees, in the same manner 
as the farms and factories, with technicians 
appointed to the committee where necessary. 
to give advice or do the books. A geophy
sicist from Ireland, told me about the oil 
industry, describing how the French com
panies flew their own Caravelles directly 
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from the head office in Paris to the Sahara. 
"Think how much revenue Algeria is mis
sing by not having the head office in Al
giers. I wouldn't blame them if they 
nationalised." But he would quit, he said'. 
"I wouldn't wo~k for them." 

He was on his way to Morocco as well, 
to prospect there in the mountains. Moroc
co, Fage tells us, has always been the moun
tainous area of resistance to change and 
alien rule, while Tunisia has served as the 
flat fertile base of civilisations. Algeria is 
a region of transition: in which the rulers 
of Tunisia and Morocco have competed for 
control. Now for the first time, perhaps, 
Algeria sits in the middle with a strong 
army. Power based on one of the ends has 
been unstable: what will this new power 
in the centre entail? 

BETWEEN MOROCCO AND ALGERIA the conflict 
is as much of ideology as of border; it is 
contained only by the framework of Afri
can unity. It is one of the ironies of Africa 
that adjacent countries seem at loggerheads: 
Ghana and Togo, Kenya and Somalia, Niger 
and Dahomey; all relics of colonialist bal
kanisation. Meanwhile Algeria preaches and 
practises pan-African solidarity with South 
African liberation. Is propinquity the 
greatest barrier to pan-Africanism? 

Politically the Morocco-Algeria difference 
is great. All the difference between a coun
try that has fought a seven year struggl::! 
for liberation and one in which the French 
ambassador's residence physically adjoins 
the Ministry buildings. Perhaps it is right, 
as Fanon says, that in Africa there is only 
a chance for Algeria, Angola and South 
Africa to achieve the necessary radical 
social development towards an egalitarian 
\Society: in all other countries the continuity 
with the past is too strong. 

One is rapidly reminded of inequality in 
Rabat. The city stretches up from the sea, 
its population like the markings on a slide 
rule- getting less dense as one progresses. 
Wedged between sea, river ,and twelfth cen
tury, beautiful red-brown city wall, is the 
Medina-the old quarter- teeming with peo
ple, fruits, nuts and cloths. At night, lit 
only by a single bulb in each shop falling 
IOn the wares laid out on the pavement, with 
their interplay of greens and reds and 
browns, the effect is captivating. But in the 
day it is squalid: beggars and the deformed 
abound. At the other end of town are 
.spacious lawns, and the only sound the 
splash of the water sprinkler, and the click
click of garden shears. Here is the King's 
palace-guarded as I walked past, by sen-
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tries drooping slightly in the afternoon sun. 
(In Algeria, on the other hand, in a pre
viously French "exclusive" suburb, one 
caught the sounds of military drill). In 
between is the scruffy commercial centre
no different from hundreds around the 
world. My hotel was set on a square be
tween this part and the Medina: passing 
a veiled woman in the town, it was hard 
to believe that one might have seen her in 
the "other world" of the old quarter. 

Veils .. . in Rabat I saw a woman with 
veil and sunglasses. The addition destroyed 
the alluring half-concealment. An Algerian 
friend told me that before and during the 
war the veil had been worn to preserve the 
Algerian personality. It gave a sense of 
mystery and isolation- of independence. 
But women discarded their veils to fight 
and die side by side with men in the army, 
and had not taken them back. He thought 
that Islam was still significant only for a 
few: though it is noticeable that Ben Bella 
treats its influence with respect. There were 
in fact more veils in Algiers than Casa
blanca (another amorphous blob of wes
ternised Africa-a dirtier Nairobi): but 
most of all in Rabat. In Algeria the veil is 
pure white: in Morocco there are colours. 

I SAT IN A PARK in Casablanca beside the 
Cathedral, and met a French schoolboy 
who wanted me to translate an English 
word. He read me a letter to a German 
friend, in English, on the geography of 
Morocco. "In Morocco we have high moun
tains where there are winter sports and we 
also have fine beaches where we can swim. 
There are 10 million inhabitants of whom 
30,000 are Europeans. 50,000 of the inhabit
ants are Jews. Rabat is the political capital 
of Morocco and Casablanca is the econo
mic capital. Casablanca has 1 million in
habitants. Morocco is a monarchy, and the 
present King is Hassan n. He is the spiri
tual and political leader of his people. He 
is very religious and goes to prayer every 
Friday." And, he might have added, "the 
King is very political and puts all his oppo
nents in jail", but, being French, he sup
ported the King's party. None of them 
have become naturalised Moroccans since 
independence but almost all have stayed. 
He did point out, however, that the system 
of Government was "like in France, ex
cept that there the President is elected for 
seven years, and here the King rules for 
life." Elections were held under a new 
constitution last year at which the King's 
party (verbosely named the National Fede-

ration for the Protection of Democratic 
Constitutions) did less well than he had 
hoped, despite intimidation and the other 
electioneering tactics of an autocrat. There 
is strong opposition to him in the large 
towns, and from the students and trade 
unions. Religion inhibits rural resistance. 
About 5,000 members of the radical UNFP 
(Union National des Forces Populaires) 
were imprisoned after their Congress last 
year for "plotting against the monarchy." I 
chatted to one of the "disinherited"-the 
urban unemployed-in Casablanca, in my 
broken French. We established agreement 
at the start: "Ben Bella good, Hassan not 
good". 

There have been improvements since in
dependence-much more widespread educa
tion, (it was remarkable how many exercise 
books were on display in the shops) and 
insurance schemes for unemployment, acci
dent, or numbers of children. The society is 
that which Apter characterises as "modern
ising autocracy". 

The essential weakness of the Moroccan 
regime, however, and the strength and very 
basis of the Algerian, is in land reform. 
Both are peasant countries: the develop
ment of efficient and productive agriculture, 
with equable land distribution on a viable 
basis (therefore probably communal) and 
the improvement of techniques, is a priority 
task. The Algerian expropriations and sys
tem of worker's management committees 
are bold and imaginative steps towards 
socialism. Hassan has only been goaded 
into reluctant action by the UNFP electoral 
success based on a drastic agrarian reform 
programme. He has nationalised some land 
-and has bought tractors to let out to 
farmers. But it is based on expediency
not ideology, nor even conviction. 

MANY IMAGES TUMBLE from the kaleido
scope; the pattern making is more difficult. 
In Algeria the need is for trained men at 
every level "from people who can mend a 
fuse to professor of philosophy" to help 
continue this exciting venture in socialism 
adapted to African conditions (distinct from 
"African socialism") and to administer the 
society efficiently. In Morocco it is difficult 
to see whether the necessary land reform 
can take place without the replacement of 
the monarchy-or at least the drastic castra
tion of its powers. Ben Barka, UNFP 
leader, in exile, is reputedly one of the 
most intelligent socialists of the continent. 
The answer, in both cases, rests in the last 
resort with the peasants-the people of the 
soil. • 
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